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Ages 2-6 This book is a reminder to all or any that we are truly never alone. There exists a light
that shines within every single one of us. This light has the power to guide and protect us
throughout our life experiences.. Vivian uses basic illustration and readable language to help
children understand complex spiritual concepts.if we allow it... An essential book for parents
seeking to incorporate spirituality into their parenting.
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I bought this publication for my Girl and she certainly loves it!! Wonderful book designed for all
of God's children.! 5 stars!!!!! Great positive message for kids Wonderful, positive message
shipped on an even that children can relate to. Great little reserve .!! The illustrations are
brillantly shaded and appealing for children, bringing this subject matter up in a way that a child
can understand. Vivian Amis did a "Superb: job by tapping into the concept of concentrating on
one's spiritual inner power. " The Light Within You" can serve as a life lesson for my Girl for
years to arrive. Kudos! I can't wait to share it with my lovely little angels when they get home.
Great Book! Basic message with an undeniable scope.! Love the radiant illustrations!!!! GREAT
BOOK! Please continue to compose books that serve as an Motivation to our youth. Such an
excellent little addition to add to our in the home library. I can imagine God smiling as he listens
to his precious creations read each and every word. This Children's book is a good approach to
introducing and teaching children about spirituality. This book offers reassurance for kids you
are never alone!! Let His light shine Such a lovely and endearing book! Finally a book for
children on the subject of Spirituality! Loved the illustrations! What a wonderful reserve. Vivian
did an excellent job What a wonderful publication. Vivian did an excellent job! Great little book
Bought this for my grandson. I purchased this publication for my Child and she totally loves
it!Very Cute. I really like this book I love this book.!! I love this book and so does my nephew, we
read it together and ever since the very first time he reads it himself every evening. His
instructor says that he is more cooperative at college too, I recommend this book. Great kids
book! Just what a cute children's reserve and a great message for the little ones! Amazing
message.!! My niece loves knowing she generally has someone walking together with her.! Love
the Book, My son, immediately read this, and understood, Thank you for creating something
great for our little ones! My son loved this book! This was a great read, loved reading this to my
son. Great book!
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